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now! Touch
The interplay of black, white and natural accents sets different 
highlights. Simply combine pure white surfaces with subtle wood 
shades to create a Nordic bright and friendly now! Touch.

€2945  €2061.50
TV Unit

€1131  €791.70
Sideboard

€2615  €1830.50
TV Unit

now! Time
now! time is always at the heart of life – your life. Whether in 
the living room, bedroom or the grown-up looking youth room. 
The design is flexible, the quality is sturdy, making it perfect 
for everyday use. now! time is both durable and stylish. The 
characteristic shape of the doors with glass insert for highboard, 
lowboard and sideboard gives this designer furniture its 
unmistakable look.

TV Unit
€4224 €2956.80

TV Unit
€5405 €3783.50
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Vision
Start changing the world in your own home. now! 
vision is an inspiring product range with a large 
choice for versatile designs. 

The shelving system and units such as the bar 
compartment, desk, standalone piece or sideboard 
are flexible and ready for change. The system allows 
you to create lowboards or highboards, living room 
combinations or multi-functional work spaces – or 
a mix of everything. The push-to-open technology, 
making now! vision handle-less and an absolute all-
rounder, delivers a pure look. 

Available in classical lacquer and high-gloss lacquer 
colours with accents in petrol, teal blue and old rose 
plus precious core walnut and natural oak veneers. 
Whatever you want.

TV Unit
€3392 €2374.40

TV Unit
€3950  €2765

Fena
Clean lines and the simplistic design set the scene for the 
contrast between the two materials.

Smart details and storage solutions are in line with the spirit of 
the times. All Fena units can be placed as individual units or as 
a part of a visually interlocking combination. A mix of shapes 
and finishes creates clean and minimalist or naturally warm 
architectures.

€8195  €5735
Bedroom

€4014  €2809
Sideboard
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Mega-Design
The flexible Mega-Design storage solutions are individually cut to size and chosen 
to suit personal requirements.

No room is too large or too small, too classical or too modern, too high or too low, 
too light or too dark not to be converted into a new favourite space to live and 
work. Creative functionality meets urban ambience à la carte.

Aunis
Carefully selected solid woods in walnut and natural oak are eyecatchers in every room. 
Tapered shapes at the top and bottom give Aunis a dynamic feel. 

Elegantly crafted surfaces in anthracite structured lacquer or rear-lacquered glass 
provide an exciting and high-quality look. Its distinctive shape is repeated in every unit, 
making an impressive impact in any room. Glass cabinets, sideboards, lowboards and 
highboards, coffee tables or lit glass shelves – Aunis has everything.

www.joinwell.com.mt+356 2278 2000

Gentis
Glossy lacquered surfaces combined with the raw textures 
of local woods or soft-to-the-touch elegant leathers are the 
heart and soul of Gentis. The mix of lacquer, wood, leather and 
chrome as well as the wide choice of wall units, glass cabinets, 
lowboards, highboards and sideboards promises countless 
design possibilities. Backlit units turn into expressive soloists. 
Whether a large loft or cosy living room: the Gentis range 
is scalable, featuring an inspirational design language. As 
individual and versatile as people’s preferences.
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Neo
NEO is the perfect living room range for 
interior design ideas that are different from 
the mainstream. The design is simplistic, 
featuring handle-less fronts and clean 
outlines. The wide choice of units makes 
individual planning particularly easy. In 
terms of style, NEO covers a wide spectrum. 
The simplicity works well with both 
minimalist interior design trends and opulent 
architectures. 

Even large combinations with many units 
deliver a clean look. NEO is available in 
lacquer, high-gloss lacquer and warm wood 
tones. The various units are available in 
different widths up to 246.4 cm. Well thought-
out accessories such as lighting, cable inlets 
and charging stations with USB interface 
provide maximum functionality.

Multi Range
Multi takes a systematic approach to provide 
your perfect room. The various versions and 
sizes in this furniture range are compatible,  
resulting in a maximum selection to create a 
designer room the matt or gloss finishes, for 
instance, can be individually chosen, whilst 
the sideboards, which are also available with 
lighting,to complement the rest of the room.

www.joinwell.com.mt+356 2278 2000
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Home Office
Contemporary and high quality desks are 
more than a piece of furniture. They combine 
workspace and design object. Modern desks 
from hülsta can be combined, freestanding 
or integrated. They are work table for the 
home office, laptop table or secretary for 
small rooms.

Sofas
We invest a lot to ensure that you 
can enjoy your furniture for a 
long time. Our designers therefore 
create both contemporary and 
timeless sofas, whilst the production 
developers and experts particularly 
focus on durable quality.
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Get in touch to book your appointment. Call us on +356 2278 2000. www.joinwell.com.mt

Benefit from a 35% discount on Hülsta Sleeping Systems 
during our Hülsta Promotion Months if bought  

in conjunction with other Hülsta furniture.

Good morning!

A good day starts with a good night.
Enjoy your sleep. Sleep restfully, relax 

and feel, how you are gently supported 
and sumptuously spoiled.

We wish you many good nights.

Sleeping Blissfully


